
Motion  that TAN purchase the house situated between the store and the overflow parking lot. This will 

increase retail floor space, increase storage space and improve general parking and yard maintenance. It 

is expected the increased space will also increase the store’s revenue. 

 

Supporting information  

 

- Monies for the house would come from the TAN reserve fund. Asking price is $81000 plus 

legal costs.  There is potential for a lower asking price if investors decline return of their 

capital.  At present there is just over $50000 in the reserve fund and it is expected the 

money required will be in place before year end. 

 

- Snow removal - snow can now be moved directly across from the store to the vacant lot vs 

moved previously around via the street.  Now much safer & efficient for our contractor. 

 

- Removing the concrete curbs has greatly improved access for unloading & loading our truck 

during  pickups and deliveries. 

 

- Removing the concrete curbs has improved the safety of customers using the store parking 

lot.  Previously the area was often congested and difficult for customers to enter, exit and 

park.  (there were a number of fender benders). 

 

- There is now a better view of the parking lot, creating the feeling of better access and 

visibility to drive by traffic. 

 

- Removing the potential of a “problem neighbor.” The importance of this issue can’t be 

understated as the past tenant/house owner had a real history.   

 

- By owning the entire block of property, you have options and flexibility for the future, vs 

two separate properties not connected.  For information, the Tim Horton’s property across 

the street was purchased as vacant property in 2015-16 for $300,000. 

 

- Potential for renting the second floor of the house as a single apartment, possibility for a 

subsidized renter with a tie-in to work at the store in lieu of partial rent payment. Rental 

income would offset utilities, taxes and maintenance costs, rent could be $650/800 per 

month.   Investors are leaving the house with the second floor apartment ready to rent out. 

Low cost apartments are limited in the city, this is stewardly use of existing space and 

supports the overall mission of the store. 

 

- The shop part of TAN where the small appliances are checked and repaired would move to 

the little house creating increased retail floor space in the store for appliances and furniture. 

Potential for increased sales with this increased space is a conservative estimate of $1000 

per month. 

 

- TAN committee and the TAN investors request that if this is motion is passed by the board 

and by the membership that this transaction take place by the end of this calendar year. 

 


